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The big headline: Rafiki Academy Rocks! 

As of our last update last July, Rafiki Academy had started and was doing reasonably well with three 

classes (pre-school- Grades 1 and 2), but enrollment was somewhat anemic at about 35 students. The 

problem was transportation: we didn’t have a school bus that could pick up the students in town (an 

hour or so walk) to come to classes at the Academy. Thanks to major donations from the Rotary Club of 

Columbus and the First Community Church, the bus became a reality. And enrollment exploded! 

As of now Rafiki Academy has seven classes: “baby class” (3 year olds) through grade 4, a total of 108 

students- several years ahead of our original projections! We have dedicated teachers (including Rafiki 

Graduates) who are all about providing real quality education for our kids as well as those from the 

community. Our pickup truck has been converted to a second “bus”, and we are still in need of a bigger, 

proper school bus to reach our full potential.  

            

A class for younger kids  . . .         . . . and a class for older kids 

The Rafiki Academy is a big asset for us. Not only does it provide quality education for our Rafiki kids and 

for the community kids (for every Rafiki kid we educate, we educate two kids from the community), but 

it is a great producer of financial support for the organization. We save the fees we would have to pay to 

the local school (60 kids to a class) and we collect the school fees from the community kids who get to 

have a far superior educational experience.  

The school is so successful that a great demand has appeared to provide classes all the way to the 8th 

grade – the final stop before “high school” in the Kenyan tradition. At our event on Sunday, February 10, 

we expected 250 guests. The final head count was closer to 400 – many friends of parents of current 

students checking out the facility in hopes of enrolling their children. 

So we have decided to move ahead and build the final four classrooms to get us all the way to the eighth 

grade. It’s an ambitious undertaking, but it will significantly expand our educational mission for our kids 

and for the community while solidifying our financial platform and providing some stability of income as 

we are figuring out our financial model for sustainability. 



 

           

         Plans for the new classrooms               Ground breaking for the school expansion 

Computer School 

What makes a school special is what it offers besides the 3 R’s. At Rafiki Academy we have lots of 

enhanced education. For example, this weekend we had a ribbon cutting for the newly created Rafiki 

Academy Computer Laboratory Project. Because of a generous donation from the Rotary Club of 

Columbus and Rotary District 6690 (Central and Southeast Ohio) we were able to complete the Academy 

and launch the computer school. Eleven computers are up and running with internet connection that 

will allow our students to hone their skills on computers as well as connect to other kids their age 

around the world. Plans are to add an additional 10 computers to the laboratory, so it will be a resource 

for the students of Rafiki Academy as well as kids from the community. 

           

Dedication Plaque for the computer lab                            John Nganga surveys the new computers 

School of Music 

The other unique part of Rafiki Academy is the John and Joyce Edmondson School of Music which was 

initiated last year, with the idea that it would become a reality several years in the future.  All of that 

changed this weekend because we were joined by Jesse Henry, a professional musician and music 

teacher from Columbus who, since his visit here last year with the Capital Square Rotary Club Muziki 

Project, has made the Rafiki School of Music a major goal in his life. He came, not for just 3 days, but for 

several weeks. He has provided dozens of free music lessons to our kids, and brought a substantial 



amount of money he has raised on his own for the music school. He also donated and had shipped to 

the school 500 pounds of musical instruments – from guitars to trombones to flutes to drums – all for 

the kids and the school. Based on his personal contributions, plus the amazing amount of money 

($22,000) raised by the Music in the Round event of the Capital Square Rotary Club, spearheaded by 

Rotarians Kirk Horn and Erin Corrigan, we decided to move ahead and construct the first phase of the 

music school right now. As part of the ceremonies, Jesse Henry was named as the first Dean of the Rafiki 

School of Music and he broke ground for the building which is already under construction and will be 

operational this summer. 

            

          Jesse Henry appointed Dean             Dean Henry breaks ground for the first building 

Much more is going on – too much to get into a single update: curriculum expansion at the school; clinic 

moving toward adopting Standard Operating Procedures to become a premier medical facility in the 

region; upgrading of the operations of the farm to optimize the use of our land, the greenhouse, and the 

fishponds; pursuing relationships with The Ohio State University to provide international experiences for 

undergraduate students; and much more.  

We will return in August with many friends to celebrate the 15th anniversary of the founding of Rafiki in 

1998. We will post another update at that time. 

 

For more information on Rafiki 

Visit us at 

www.marafikikenyaorphans.org  
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